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2012 Endorsement Questions- additional comments: U.S. Senate candidate, Scott Noren 

1) The Occupy movement is apolitical for the most part. My goal will be to enable 
changes in Congress that move the communication and dialogue closer to the goals of 
taking care of the 99%, instead of the current system. I find it very odd that our current 
Senator is labeled "Progressive" when she has so much individual and PAC money 
funding from Fracking company Chesapeake, other oil and gas, Commercial Banks (#5 
currently and was #1 in 2010 per OpenSecrets.Org ) and big Phanna. It has resulted in a 
lack of aggressive legislation like bringing back Glass-Steagall which she does not 
support. 

3) Adult dental care is, for the most part, exempted from the Affordable Care Act and 
there are pre-existing dental conditions still not covered at all by the Act. I will write 
those amendments. The insurance premiums are still way too high and getting higher 
through 2014; this is unacceptable. 

4) I also want to outlaw Victory Funds that both parties engage in that white-washes large 
donations. Additionally, I would start the No-PAC no Wall Street Caucus (members 
could not accept Commercial Bank, Oil, Gas, Pharma, Health Insurance Co. Lobby 
money). 

6) I believe, as in other funding issues, there is room to trim the military budget to create 
a State fund to help finance education better, including public and private educational 
systems. However, under no circumstances should charter schools be funded with 
resultant cuts to the public school system. Ultimately, there should be a public school 
system that works for all those wanting to participate in it. 

7) I want Indian Point closed as it represents a major environmental, public health and 
regional security risk to all those who live within a considerable radius of the facility. As 
important, Senator Gillibrand has promoted more nuclear power plant building in 
Western New York of which I am diametrically opposed to. 

8) A women's right to choose reproductive health treatments based on sound medicine 
are her inalienable rights. Abridging those rights because of religious reasons has no basis 
in a Democracy. 

9) The original military actions in Afghanistan and Iraq were flawed. Additionally, only 
6 US Senators of 100 actually read the NIE (National Intelligence Estimate) before 
voting on the use of military force unilaterally in Iraq. I am for pulling out the 15,000 
military contractors in Iraq and rapidly phasing out our troops from Afghanistan. There 
needs to be NATO stabilizing forces for the Afghan-Pakistan border, as well as continued 
support in the Middle East for education and women's rights. 

10) I believe that if you are collecting a dividend check of $250,000 per year of higher, 
then your tax rate should be raised by at least 5-10%. I believe the middle class should



not be burdened as they are and I believe in funding more infrastructure jobs by taxing 
the millionaires at a higher rate while making government more efficient. 

11) I do not believe in the 'lets do it safely' argument for Fracking that Senator 
Gillibrand and other politicians have promulgated at times. I am for a complete ban on all 
deep well. horizontal fracturing for natural gas. I believe that using natural gas drilled 
conventionally may serve as a stepping stone to cleaner energy as we develop it; 
however, that time table should be grossly accelerated. I also believe that there are better 
vehicles that can be used in smaller towns in the US like the car from India that runs on 
compressed air. no fuel. and goes 200 miles. We need brilliant projects like this here and 
expand the manufacturing aspects of this as well. Tata motors India is leading the way 
and the Cornell technology project in NYC could help the US become part of that process 
in my opinion. 

12) The death penalty has resulted in too many innocent killings; I feel at best that it 
should be reserved for serial killers where there is a preponderance of evidence to find 
guilt. Clearly, it has been over-used. As far as abolishing the death penalty, I would be 
remiss to say I am a subject matter expert at this point. 

13) Holding executives and public officials responsible for their work and actions on 
public-private NYS and NYC development projects is key; Richard Brodsky has led the 
way in this regard and I would echo those efforts at the Federal level. The Battery Park 
Development Project, although taking decades to complete, will be a major 
accomplishment in providing affordable housing if the project is overseen properly.


